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In term 4 K/1E has had a very busy and
exciting four weeks with a prac

student Mrs Heinrich.
For our integrated Unit we have been
looking at different types of farming,
with a focus on corn and tomatoes as

we planted seeds in a garden bed
outside the office. The corn plants are

growing beautifully. A highlight was
making AND eating Nachos, which

included a salsa of tomatoes and corn,
which was super delicious!

In Maths we have looked at time,
money, mass, volume and capacity so

far. The unit on money sparked a lot of
interest from the class. Discussion of
shopping and getting change, inspired
us to set up a little market where the

students 'bought' items with play
money as well as items to take home

(stickers and a Christmas clothes peg!).
In English we have explored a wide

range of writing tasks, from
procedural writing (How to make

Nachos!), to narrative writing using
descriptive words. It has been
wonderful to see the student's

progression of understanding texts
and writing great stories with super

creative ideas!
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1/2K have entered into term 4 with
enthusiasm and a positive attitude. The

students have been demonstrating a great
passion for learning as they have immersed

themselves in hands-on learning experiences.
We have spent time in the sand pit exploring

the capacity of different containers. We
have come together to compare the mass of

different classroom objects using our
balance scales. Our spectacular dugong and
self-portrait artworks have been completed
and displayed in our classroom to celebrate
each students’ unique artistic talents. Our
developmental play Fridays have allowed us
all to establish new friendships within the

classroom as we have been learning to share
and include everyone. Throughout the term,

we have been reading David Walliams’
‘Gangsta Granny’ as a class. This book has not

only allowed us to expand our vocabulary
and improve our expression, but also share in
some well deserved laughter. Term 4 is off
to a fantastic start and we can’t wait to

continue learning together. 
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Learning Hive
This term in Learning Hive we have been focusing on many aspects
of work that will consolidate our learning in the lead up to wrapping
up a successful year.
In our Literacy unit we explore the techniques of persuasive writing
and its foundations into a debating format. We also looked at our
narrative structures and focused on ways we can build ideas into
full stories, as well as sizzling starts which will help start these
stories off with a bang. The overarching concept we looked at within
both of these writing text types was how we can identify good
writing and how we can improve further. We did this with the
introduction of peer review. Students were given a template rubric
that allows them to identify aspects in their writing that they have
and have not done and mark these off accordingly. This gives them
a direction of where to go next to improve their skills. They then
have a peer mark their work using the same structure. This has
allowed for our students to share ideas and feedback between each
other when critiquing a piece of writing.
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Learning Hive

We have also explored our inner actors as we dive into some Drama
this term. We have discussed the ways in which drama plays a role in
our lives and brought to life characters from various, well known
dream time stories, with the use of the theater-based game ‘Hot Seat’.
We have been reading and discussing many stories from the
Dreaming from our local area which the students will be putting into
a small play of their own using the basics skill they have taken from
the drama lessons.
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Science has been
another key

component of our
learning during Term 4
as we look at states of
matter. The students
have explored solids,
liquids and gasses as
an initial state and

what steps have to be
taken to change one
of these into another
state. Learning Hive

has eagerly been
working through all of
the theory to progress
towards our science
day. Here we will put
all of the theory into
practice through a

range of experiments
that allows the

students to
hypothesize and
conduct tests to
various scientific

outcomes.
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Senior Choir

Senior Choir
meets at lunch

times on
Wednesdays, led
by Mrs Hughes.

 
We enjoy singing

together and
sharing our

favourite songs

We were so proud
to perform at

Education Week
earlier in the year

and again last
week at

Grandparents'
Day. We can't wait
to perform again

at end of year!



In week 3 we had a visit
from the youth liaison
officer from Castle Hill

Police Station. Constable
Ethan and Sergeant

Adam came to discuss
with our year 5 and 6
students about being

good digital citizens and
good citizens in our
community. They

discussed the
transition into

highschool and the
challenges that some of

our current year 6
students may face. 

 
The officers covered
how to stay safe on

the internet, how social
media can be used and
manipulated, vaping and
the dangers of vapes
and answered lots of

questions the students
had. The highlight was

the girls v’s boys
basketball game at the

end of the session.
Both officers did a

superb job keeping up
with our very energetic

students! 
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 Grandparent's Day
On Wednesday the 2nd  November we had the pleasure of
welcoming Grandparents and special visitors to MKPS for

Grandparents Day 2022. It has been a couple of years since we have
been able to celebrate this occasion and it was wonderful to see so

many able to attend. Thank you to everyone that helped to make the
day such as success, the band helpers, Nat and Belinda for providing

the delicious morning tea and to the teachers for preparing the
students to perform so beautifully. There were smiles all round, as

students participated activities and explained their work in the
classrooms, shared a yummy picnic in the playground or a visit to the
book fair to purchase a beautiful book, a fantastic morning was had
by all. Thank you, Mr Tapping, for coordinating the Book Fair and

Mrs Steel and Mrs Veldon, for organising the day. 









Today we took the opportunity to pause and reflect on Remembrance Day.

Our assembly looked a little different as we had half our students out at

HZSS. We held an intimate gathering in Learning Hive and the HZSS

students held a minute of silence during their sporting activities. Thank you

to everyone involved in the organisation of the special assembly. 

RemembranceRemembranceRemembranceDayDayDay



Canoeing
Orienteering
Sponge-throwing 

Leeches!
1am wake up (or perhaps this was a highlight?)

After two thwarted attempts to get to our Year 6 Leadership Camp back in Term 1, we
finally made it! Beautiful sunny skies - it was definitely worth the wait! We had an absolute
ball and it was such an awesome way to end the year together! 

After unpacking our bags and picking our bunks, we headed off on a lovely bushwalk. We
spotted loads of interesting wildlife, created some beautiful bush art and even took part in a
range of mindful activities using our sketch books. It was all very calm and serene until… THE
ATTACK OF THE LEECHES! We tallied up 89 leeches in total! This was a record for Gibberagong,
but we didn’t let the leeches dampen our spirit! We still had a ball and of course enjoyed
laughing at Ms Harvey and Ms Hoddinott, who were kicking and screaming their way down
the mountain! 

After lunch, we took part in a range of leadership activities including an orienteering game
and a river crossing game that involved throwing wet sponges, because… well, who doesn’t
like to throw a wet sponge?!

Later on, we filled up on a delicious dinner and headed out for a night walk. We sat in the
dark in absolute silence and listened to all of the amazing wildlife around us! A very cool
experience! 

Ms Harvey was far off in dreamland when we decided to kick up our heels at 1am. Luckily, Ms
Hoddinott woke up to restore order and get her beautiful little munchkins back to bed. 

A little bleary-eyed, the next morning we all headed out for another mindful bushwalk
before splitting into groups and taking part in canoeing and a bush photography activity,
which we LOVED!

Highlights: 

Lowlights:

Year 6 Leadership Camp



All in all, a fantastic
trip! A big thank you to
all of the Gibberagong

staff, our amazing
teachers and all of the
parent helpers who got

us there and back! 

Year 6 Leadership Camp



 We had the best time and we created memories that will last a lifetime! 

Year 6 Leadership Camp



This term we welcomed back GuriNgai man, Uncle Laurie, who we are
privileged to work closely with on a regular basis. We are extremely

grateful every time he comes to share his knowledge. This time around
we got to learn about, Aboriginal farming practices, the importance of

Midden sites including how archaeologists, in current times, respectfully
excavate and carbon date these special sites of our history. Learning
hive listened to Uncle Laurie tell Dreaming stories and learned about

some protocols around Dreaming stories and the lessons they contain,
including punishments for breaking Aboriginal Lore. Synergy Hub had

been studying adaptations of our native flora, which led them to discover
that many of Australia’s native plants require fire in one way or another.

As the Traditional Custodians knew fire is a powerful tool and they used it
with great precision to manage the varying landscapes of Australia. So,
naturally, we tried friction fires using traditional tools and under the close

eye of our visitor we came close. Maybe next time.
 

Uncle LaurieUncle LaurieUncle Laurie

VisitVisitVisit







We had a great visit from the
people at Ascent footwear to

help some of our students with
tying their shoelaces. Each

student was provided with a
shoe and a step by step lesson

on how to tie laces. Laces were
coloured and we were shown a
very helpful video to guide us
all. The students were allowed
to take these home at the end

of the session to keep on
practicing. We were given a
few spares so that we have
been able to practice during
our PATCH activities as well.
Thank you to Paul for Ascent
Footwear for your fun and

engaging demonstration and
for providing an extra 25 sets

for our new Kindergarten
students for 2023.

Shoelaces DemoShoelaces DemoShoelaces Demo
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World Teachers Day

On Wednesday 5th October,
the teachers were all SMILEs
when we were treated to a
delicious surprise lunch and
some very thoughtful gifts.
Thank you to all our lovely
SLSO's and office staff for

making us all feel super special
and appreciated.



  Pencil Grips
We have begun a rollout of pencil grips across the school. Each student has
been assessed and a grip has been given if they need adjustments to the way
they hold their pencils. 
 
Why does this matter? 
When a student is holding their pencil wrong, it can cause unnecessary stress
and strain on other muscles. Not only are they using their finger muscles, but
they then start using their hand, wrist, forearm, biceps, and shoulder
muscles. That’s a lot of effort for just a little bit of writing. This can then
cause fatigue which can lead to very messy writing.
 
Holding your pencil too close to the end of your pencil also causes extra
stress, but this time the students are repositioning their whole bodies to see
what they are writing on the page. This can lead to bad posture and slouching
over their page. Again, you are using so many extra muscles. 
For more information, please see the link below. 
https://www.healthline.com/health/how-to-hold-a-pencil#drawing
 

Learning Support



Leader's Loop
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assembly week 2:

Week 2 K-2 Merit Awards:
 
K/1E - Violet, Lily, Genevieve, Charlie
1/2K - Jai, Zara, Immi, Rhys
1/2V - Claire, Sienna, Olivia, Louis.

Week 2 3-6 Merit Awards:
 
Learning Hive -  Billy, Alex, Asher, Elki,
Cooper, Reef, Miller, Eliza
Synergy Hub -Lukas, Jasper, Annabel, Finn,
Baxter, Maia, Finlay, Clara.

Fresh for Kids Canteen CampaignFresh for Kids Canteen CampaignFresh for Kids Canteen Campaign



Leader's Loop

 Principals
Award

assembly week 4:
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Week 4 K-2 Merit Awards:
 
K/1E - Hugo, Theo, Harvey, Xander, Charli, Alex
1/2K -Scott, Matilda, Emma, Ben, Maddie, Daniel
1/2V -Zander, Freya, Melina, Evie, Laya, Nour

Week 4 3-4 Merit Awards:
 
Learning Hive - Zeke, Billie, Nathan, Elisabeth,
Xavier, Lucy, James, Martin, Myah, Dizzy Madeleine,
Sienna

Week 4 5-6 Merit Awards:
 
Synergy Hub - Charlotte, Oliver, Max, Ronin, Nitya,
Luke, Billy, Sam, Connor, Ethan, Lexie

UpstandersUpstandersUpstanders



HZSS
Hornsby Zone School Sports

Week 3: 
Junior: Too high to count Lost,
POTM Jack C
Senior: Too high to count Lost, 
POTM Anthony

Week 4:
Junior: 16-72 Lost, POTM Miller
Senior: 65-65 Draw, POTM Connor

Week 3:
Junior: 9-3 Win, POTM Ashley
Senior: 11-11 Draw, POTM Angus

Week 4:
Junior: 11-6 Win, POTM Billy
Senior: 7-5 Win, POTM Michael

Week 3: 
T-ball: 13-4 Win, POTM Ariana and Dizzy
Softball: 7-4 Win, POTM Hayley and Ellie

Week 4: 
T-ball: Results unknown
Softball: Results unknown



Our teachers deserve - more than thanks
These days, teachers do more than ever. Teachers now work more
than 60 hours a week to keep up with higher student needs and
constant curriculum changes.

But teachers’ salaries haven’t kept pace. In fact, they’ve fallen way
behind other professions.

1 in 8 teachers now leave the profession within 6 years because of
the pay and workload pressures.

There are more than 1,600 full-time teaching positions unfilled in
NSW, and it’s harder than ever to recruit talented people to become
teachers.

That’s why the NSW Teachers Federation is asking for a much
needed pay rise. Because without great teachers, our kids don't get
a great education.
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www.hhpscommunity.com.au 
More information, raffle tickets 

and pre-paid ride passes.

Join us for a day of family fun at the 
Hornsby Heights Public School Bushland Fair! 

Proudly supported by

The Bushland Fair is brought to you by the Hornsby Heights Public School P&C

RIDES | ELECTRIC GO KARTS | ROCK CLIMBING
MARKETS | FOOD STALLS | ENTERTAINMENT 

DEVONSHIRE TEA | STUDENT ART SHOW 
BAKING SALE AND COMPETITION 

ECO-GARDEN CRAFTS AND DISPLAYS 



In conjunction with the engaging program being offered to Year 5 students, there will be an opportunity for parents/caregivers to takepart in a tour of the school followed by morning tea with the Principal from 
9.30 - 10.30am.

See our website for further details and a link direct to our booking
page at
www.asquithgir-h.schools@nsw.gov.au
If you have any further questions, please contact Ms Cheryl Key on
9477-6411 

Year 
5

ASQUITH GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL

 HIGH SCHOOL 
EXPERIENCE DAY

THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER 2022
9.00am to 2.30pm

Students will be fully supervised by Asquith Girls HS teaching staff throughout the day. 
They should wear their school sports uniform and fully enclosed lace up sports shoes



Teaching chidren road safety

Teaching Learner drivers - The facts

SCHOOL 
ZONE

Road
Safet y

News

Term 4 - 2022

Welcome to the School Zone Road 
Safety Newsletter for Term 4. 
In this edition we look at practical ways 
to help your child be independently road 
safe, and some facts about teaching 
learner drivers, to keep them safe.

Keeping kids safe 
Learning about road safety starts from the time a child begins to walk. 
As children grow they start to use our road network in different ways, 
from riding scooters and bikes through to using public transport. 
Parents are not always going to be around to supervise so it’s 
important to teach kids about road safety from a young age so that 
they can be safe on and around our roads.

There are many practical ways to help your child by teaching them:
• to understand timing and speed
• how to cross roads safely
• to see a dangerous situation and respond appropriately
You don’t have to be a road safety expert to do this!

• Learner drivers are statistically less likely to be in a crash than other drivers.
• The risk of being involved in a crash increases for young drivers once they Source: Transport Accident Commission. 
For further information visit 
get their probationary licence.https://www.tac.vic.gov.au/road-safety/
• Learner drivers need a minimum of 120 hours of logged driving practice road-users/parents
before they can sit for their probationary licence test.
• A learner driver must log a minimum of 20 hours of night time driving. When 
L plate drivers move to their probationary licence they’re at a much greater 
risk of being in a crash at night.
• Gaining experience in all conditions helps to improve driving skills and 
reduce risks when a driver gets their probationary licence.
• The introduction of the Graduated Licensing System (GLS) has helped to reduce deaths and serious injuries of 
young drivers
• Local Councils offer online presentations for parents/carers supervising a learner driver. To find out when 
Hornsby is next offering this presentation, visit www.hornsby.nsw.gov.au/learnerdrivers. 

Image above: Richards, L. 1968-1978. Police traffic school, Victoria. 
Item ID: 5984344. From the collection of the National Archives of Australia.



Stay buckled 
up until the 
vehicle has 

stopped.

Make sure 
your school 

bag and other 
items are in a 
safe position

Be ready to get 
out of the car with 

your belongings 
when the car has 
stopped and you 
have unbuckled 

your seat belt.

Always get 
in and out of

the back seat
through the
safety door 

- the rear foot
path-side
door.

BUCKLE UP STORE ITEMS BE READY EXIT SAFELY

Demerit Points:

Safety tips for students:

Safety tips for school zones:

NEVER 
double park.

NEVER 
undertake a 
U-turn in close 
proximity to 
the school.

Make sure 
children use 
the footpath- 
side door when 
getting in and 
out of a car.

NEVER 
park across
a pedestrian
crossing.

NEVER 
undertake a 
three-point 
turn in close 
proximity to 
the school.

Make sure the
park brake is
applied when
the vehicle 
is stationary.

PARKING

NO U-TURNS

EXITING THE CAR

CROSSING

APPLY BRAKE

NO 3 POINT TURNS

* The Demerit Points Scheme is a national program that allocates penalty points (demerits) for a range of driving 
offences. A driver who has not committed any offences has ’zero’ points. If you commit an offence that carries demerit 
points, the points are added to your driving record.
If you incur the threshold number of demerit points within a three-year period, a licence suspension or refusal is applied. 
The three-year period is calculated between the dates the offences were committed. It ends on the day your most recent 
offence was committed. For further information regarding demerit points please visit: https://roads-waterways.transport. 
nsw.gov.au/documents/roads/safety-rules/demerits-school.pdf




